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ABSTRACT. A comparison of data from aircraft altimetry, Landsat imagery, and radio echo-sounding has shown characteristic surface topographies associated with sheet and stream flow. The transition between the two is abrupt and occurs at a step in the subglacial topography. This marks the onset of basal sliding and high velocities caused by subglacial water; it results in crevassed amphitheatre-like basins round the head of outlet glaciers. It is also the zone of maximum driving stress beyond which values decline rapidly as velocities increase. This abrupt transition appears to be topographically controlled since basal temperatures are at the pressure-melting point well inland of the change in regime. The Marie Byrd Land ice streams exhibit qualitative differences from other ice-sheet outlets, however; the change to lower driving stresses is much more gradual and occurs several hundred kilometres inland. Such ice streams have particularly low surface slopes and appear in form and flow regime to resemble confined ice shelves rather than grounded ice. The repeated association of the transition to rapid sliding with a distinct subglacial feature implies a stabilizing effect on discharge through outlet glaciers. Acceleration of the ice is pinned to a subglacial step and propagation of high velocities inland of this feature seems improbable. Rapid ice flow through subglacial trenches may also ensure a relatively permanent trough through accentuation of the feature by erosion. This is concentrated towards the heads of outlet glaciers up-stream of the region where significant basal decoupling occurs. This may be a mechanism for the overdeepening of fjords at their inland ends and the development of very steep fjord headwalls.
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INTRODUCTION

Although only 13% of the Antarctic coastline consists of outlet glaciers and ice streams (Drewry and others, 1982), their importance to the dynamic glaciology of the ice sheet is very much greater than this proportion suggests. It has been estimated that 90% of the accumulation falling inland of the coastal zone is discharged through such features (Morgan and others, 1982). Hughes (1977) identified them as the most "energetic" elements within an ice sheet and hence as exercising the major control on its overall stability. In this paper we shall draw together evidence on the form and flow of outlets in order to understand better their contribution to ice-sheet dynamics. The implications of these aspects of ice-sheet discharge will be considered with regard to their stability, to that of the ice mass as a whole, and in relation to the erosion of subglacial landforms.

ICE FLOW INTO OUTLET GLACIERS AND ICE STREAMS

Previous work

On the basis of physical processes, two major components to ice streams and outlet glaciers may be distinguished. They are typified by converging ice flow and by stream flow. An ice-sheet outlet may display elements of both, but their relative magnitude and importance will vary in response to topographic and glaciological controls.

Sheet flow is thought to be largely the result of motion by internal deformation of the ice mass, as has been shown by the relationship between driving stresses and mean shear strain-rates (Budd and Smith, 1981; Cooper and others, 1982). Similarly, the dynamics of the ice mass down the International Antarctic Glaciological Project flow-line in Wilkes Land in the region before the deep troughs of Vanderford and Totten Glaciers are explicable by internal deformation (Budd and Young, 1979); even where basal melting occurs, bottom sliding is probably negligible. Flow within ice streams, however, is recognized as being due to basal sliding (Rose, 1979; Weertman and Birkhfield, 1982). Drewry (1983[b]) found that data from Marie Byrd Land ice streams were satisfactorily explained by accounting for Budd's (1975) friction lubrication factor, thereby indicating major decoupling of the ice streams by water. However, Bindschadler (1983) demonstrated that this is only the case for near-zero water pressures. Where the subglacial water pressure increases, it is this and the resulting stress concentrations in areas where the ice is still in contact with the bed which control the sliding process.

Converging flow is indicated morphologically by basins and broad valleys in the ice-sheet surface which terminate in stream flow or the outlet itself. Contour maps of East Antarctica (for instance, Drewry, 1983[c]) show clear examples inland of Byrd, David, Ninnis, and Dibble Glaciers, the first extending over 200 km into the ice sheet.

Ice streams are clearly distinguished from adjacent sheet flow by their discrete boundaries which are often curvilinear for several hundred kilometres. Such margins are heavily crevassed shear zones separating the active streams moving at high velocities by basal sliding from the more slowly-flowing plateau ice (Rose, 1979). The ice streams become progressively isolated from adjacent ice masses as a result of shear decoupling at their sides and the development of glide fabrics (Hughes, 1977; Hughes and Fastook, 1981).

The presence of ice streams is often associated with subglacial terrain which causes flow to be channelled. Valleys in the ice-sheet surface have been noted to have corresponding subglacial features (Rose, 1979; Allison and others, 1982). Smooth bedrock echoes of uniform intensity up-stream of the grounding lines of ice streams in Enderby, Kemp, and MacRobertson Lands have also been taken to indicate that glacial erosion from high sliding velocities has substantially smoothed the bedrock and contributed to its lowering (Morgan and others, 1982). However, the ice streams of Marie Byrd Land flow in wide and relatively shallow, although smooth, depressions.

Fig. 1. Landsat images showing the transition in topography of the ice-sheet surface inland of outlet glaciers. Dotted lines separate irregular and smooth terrain thought to indicate ice flow by internal deformation and basal sliding respectively. Large arrows give flow directions through the outlets. A: Thwaites Glacier (1205-1403); B: Frost Glacier (1446-2327); C: Dibble Glacier (1447-2331); D: Byrd Glacier (1526-1855). Letters, x, y, and z refer to points on surface profiles in Figure 2, which are shown as white lines across Thwaites, Frost, and Byrd Glaciers.
(Rose, 1979) and Thwaites Glacier shows no distinctive subglacial channel at all (Drewry, 1983[b]). These subtle landforms in association with such vigorous ice streams may suggest that the ice flow in these areas is either relatively youthful or transient (Drewry and Robin, 1983).

The transition of regime from converging to streaming flow is a question of central importance in ice-sheet mechanics, is thought to occur abruptly in the region of outlet glaciers (Young, 1981). Budd and Young (1979) suggested that, as ice is channelled into deep subglacial troughs, an order-of-magnitude increase in velocity and an accompanying decrease in shear stress takes place due to the onset of basal sliding. Driving stresses fall from a peak of approximately 200 kPa to zero in the 100 km before the ground line as the ice accelerates (McIntyre, and Cooper, 1983). Budd and others (1979) found from laboratory experiments that this limiting shear stress is a function of roughness, normal stress, and velocity. The subsequent acceleration was thought to be dependent on the reduced effective normal stress (Budd and McInnes, 1978) as the subglacial water layer carries a greater proportion of the weight of the overlying ice.

The topography of the transition from converging to streaming flow

The transition in flow regime may be studied further by consideration of ice-sheet topography in the region of outlet glaciers. Landsat imagery shows an abrupt change in surface terrain inland of many outlet glaciers and ice streams, for instance, Thwaites, Frost, Slessor, and Byrd Glaciers (Fig. 1). Although irregular in plan form, this transition separates zones of undulating topography typical of the ice-sheet margin from the smoother, relatively featureless terrain of the outlet glaciers themselves. The boundary between these areas is, in places, heavily crevassed and often appears to be wind-scoured and free of snow, indicating a scarp-like step. Even when individual crevasses are not visible on Landsat imagery, radio echo-sounding shows that consistent cluttering of Z-scope records begins within 2 km of the transition in topography up-stream of Frost and Thwaites Glaciers. Similar crevassed basins have been reported inland of many outlet glaciers in Antarctica (Shumskiy, 1970) and in Greenland (Holtzschuer and Bauer, 1956).

Details of the form of the ice sheet are available in a few instances along flight lines which intersect basins inland of outlet glaciers (Fig. 2). Surface profiles down flow-lines to Frost, Thwaites, and Byrd Glaciers derived from aircraft altimetry with a predicted accuracy of 2 m (McIntyre, unpublished) show distinct features which enable them to be accurately matched with Landsat imagery. In all three cases, the transition between undulating and smooth terrain identified on the imagery corresponds to within 1 km with an abrupt increase in surface gradient. The gradients over these sections are 7.9, 7.2, and 7.2% for Frost, Thwaites, and Byrd Glaciers respectively and hence are between six and eight times the regional gradients of approximately 1.1, 1.2, and 0.9%. These steps are often twice as steep as slopes typically associated with surface undulations in these regions. They are clearly the surface expression of the subglacial topography, which is also shown in Figure 2. Radio echo-soundings show bedrock steps of between 400 and 2200 m directly beneath the steep slopes where these are intersected by flight lines, although the nature of the Byrd Glacier profile is not fully known because of intermittent data. On the basis of the correlation found between radio echo-soundings and Landsat imagery, we can assume that these marked subglacial escarpments occur around much of the heads of subglacial valleys, as can be seen in the fjord terrain of Norway, Baffin Island, and elsewhere.

Ice dynamics during the transition from converging to streaming flow

Direct measurements of velocity of Antarctic outlet glaciers are generally scarce, particularly inland of the coastal zone in which control points and recognizable features are most common. However, the virtually unlimited number of natural features on the surface of Byrd Glacier enabled Brecher (1982) to make detailed determinations of velocity variations within the fjord walls. He calculated surface velocities at 601 points photogrammetrically and contours of these in the upper fjord region are shown in Figure 3 superimposed on a Landsat image. With an expected error of less than 5%, they show good agreement with previous, independently determined velocities at lower parts of the glacier (Smith, 1956; Hughes and Fastook, 1981). The absence of sufficient ground control in the region of converging flow made the calculation of velocities difficult. However, three velocity measurements were made by ground survey (written personal communication from H.H. Brecher) and, although of poorer relative accuracy because of their low values, provide velocities inland of the observed step in surface topography. Balance velocities have also been calculated for the Byrd Glacier drainage basin (Fig. 3) using data from Drewry (1983[a]). The good agreement between the measured and calculated values inland of the fjord walls suggests that the latter are accurate to a first approximation.

Figure 3 shows a significant change in motion...
associated with the onset of topography characteristic of streaming flow. Balance velocities increase gradually across the drainage basin and are approximately 50 m a\(^{-1}\) within 10 to 20 km of the topographic step. The measured velocities show that the ice is still moving at less than 100 m a\(^{-1}\) within 2 km of this point. Only 8 km downstream, however, the ice has accelerated to 500 m a\(^{-1}\) and reaches a maximum of 875 m a\(^{-1}\) within another 55 km.

That motion inland of the step is largely due to internal deformation can be seen by comparing values of driving stress with the ratio of velocity to thickness (Fig. 4), which is proportional to the mean shear strain-rate through the ice column in the absence of sliding. Ice flow dominated by basal lubrication undergoes a transition to low driving stresses while sliding increases greatly (Young, 1981; McIntyre, unpublished). This is not seen for the data in Figure 4, which are taken from within 10 km of the topographic step in Byrd Glacier. The pattern is similar to that of East Antarctica which is thought to move by internal deformation (Budd and Smith, 1981). Although the scatter of points is quite high, this may be attributed to the small window (20 km) used to calculate driving stresses which is unlikely to have averaged out longitudinal stress gradients.

Direct evidence of subglacial water, and hence the

---

Fig. 3. Balance and measured velocities in the region of Byrd Glacier. Balance velocities (dashed lines) have been calculated from data in Drewry (1983[a]). Measured velocities (heavy solid contours) have been calculated photogrammetrically (Brecher, 1983); the three velocity vectors are from ground survey (written personal communication from H.H. Brecher).

Fig. 4. Variations in mean shear strain-rate (velocity/thickness) with driving stress up-stream of the step in the Byrd Glacier profile. Regression line is for polar ice thought to be moving largely by internal deformation (Budd and Smith, 1981). Letters refer to distances up-stream of the step in the surface profile: A 10-19 km; B 20-39 km; C 40-59 km; D 60-79 km; E 80-100 km.
possibility of basal sliding, down-stream of the maximum surface gradient comes from consideration of the strength of returned radio echoes. Figure 5 shows bedrock echoes recorded in the echo strength measurement (ESM) mode (Neal, 1976) down a flow-line to Byrd Glacier at points 4.0 km up-stream (A), at the mid-point (B), and 3.5 km down-stream (C) of the abrupt increase in surface slope. Unfortunately, because this mode of recording was used in only three Antarctic radio-echo-sounding seasons in the joint programme involving the National Science Foundation, the Scott Polar Research Institute, and the Technical University of Denmark and because of the changing of film and faults in the recording camera, this ESM data is available. Qualitative support for the patterns discussed below may, however, be found in the changing character of bedrock echoes in Z-scope profiles where they are not obscured by heavy crevassing.

Figure 5A shows the great variability in returned peak power which is characteristic of a rough ice—rock interface. The echo consists of many smaller reflections from individual facets; their amplitudes and auto-correlation lengths are related to the distribution of slopes and the auto-correlation length of the reflecting surface (Neal, 1976). Figure 5C, however, shows a very much more uniform level of returned power and is more typical of an interface between ice and ponded water. An intermediate reflecting surface is shown in Figure 5B, in which it is possible to see the transition from rock to water reflectors over a distance of about 500 m. Contrary to expectations, ESM amplitudes in these examples are generally less where the ice is underlain by water (B and C) than by rock (A). This is the result of the rapid increase in ice thickness associated with the step in subglacial topography and hence the greater absorption of the returned power.

Details of the transition from slow- to fast-flowing ice are further confirmed by patterns of driving stress, the mean stresses in balance with variable basal shear stresses and longitudinal stress gradients. It has been noted that down flow-lines to outlet glaciers there is typically a gradual increase to a peak of about 200 kPa within 100 km of the grounding line followed by a rapid decline to zero at this point (Budd and Young, 1979; Young, 1981; Cooper and others, 1982; McIntyre and Cooper, 1983). This pattern is also seen down flow-lines to Thwaites and Lennox King Glaciers respectively, as expected, at the mid-point of the maximum surface gradient (Fig. 6). The observed rapid decline and subsequent low values of driving stresses may be attributed to a changed flow regime induced by lubrication by basal water, as was indicated by ESM records.

The three-dimensional nature of this transition in flow was shown by the arcs of high driving stresses round the heads of ice streams and outlet glaciers (Cooper and others, 1982; McIntyre and Cooper, 1983). They can now be seen to be associated with the amphitheatre-like basins which mark the change in regime of flow. The subsequent fall to a driving stress of zero at the grounding line, as was found in the two-dimensional analysis, was not reproduced in three dimensions in all cases because of the grid size which averaged data over 111 km squares.

Mechanisms for the presence of subglacial water in basins at the head of outlet glaciers, and hence for the onset of basal sliding, are not known with any certainty but two processes have previously been suggested. First, the zone of high convergence of flow, steep slopes, and high driving stresses may provide lubrication through the dissipation of frictional energy, strain softening, and increased water production (Budd and others, 1979). Second, Hughes (1977) suggested that the extensive zones of crevassing in the transition zone may provide conduits for surface melt water to reach the bed if they remain water-filled, as discussed by Weertman (1973). Differentiation between these mechanisms is not possible given present knowledge of ice-sheet dynamics but we may consider the closely related role of basal temperatures in the change in regime.

Weertman (1963), in an analysis of ice flow through a mountain barrier, predicted the profile of the ice sheet and the heat balance at bedrock in the region of outflow. Although he did not allow for the observed concavity in surface form where basal sliding sets in, he recognized that basal ice in immature and very rapidly moving outlet glaciers, and possibly that of mature outlets too, would be at pressure-melting point. The coincidence of the zone of maximum stress and the apparent onset of sliding (Budd and Young, 1979) has been taken to indicate that the acceleration of the ice is induced by frictional heating (Budd and others, 1979), which will also reach a peak at this point. Using the model of Budd (1969), we can estimate basal temperatures inland of this zone in Byrd Glacier which occupies a substantial breach.
in the Transantarctic Mountains. The model's assumptions, for instance the requirement of a uniform horizontal temperature gradient up-stream, were found to be valid since the parameters to which the calculation is most sensitive (that is, surface velocity and temperature and basal temperature gradient) vary only slowly up-slope. Even assuming a basal temperature gradient of 0.03 K m⁻¹ and a balance velocity of 35 m a⁻¹, the basal ice is at pressure-melting point 20 km inland of the transition to fast flow in this mature outlet. More realistic values are 0.03 to 0.07 K m⁻¹ (Smith and Drewry, 1984) and 50 m a⁻¹ (Fig. 3). We may therefore assume that the zone of warm basal ice due to frictional heating extends a considerable distance into the ice sheet from the subglacial step. On this basis, the transition to high-velocity flow is unlikely to be due to temperature and the importance of a topographic trigger may be assumed.

The preceding evidence linking high-velocity flow in outlet glaciers to a characteristic subglacial topographic feature has been largely confined to a few instances for which the necessary sources of data have been available. That the resulting conclusions are more widely applicable, and hence that the association is factual rather than coincidental, can be shown by supporting the discussion with data from other sources. Table I presents statistics relating to the transition in flow for nine glaciers. Sources used include topographic maps at a scale of 1:250 000 published by the U.S. Geological Survey and radio echo-sounding profiles; they are of poorer accuracy than the Landsat imagery and aircraft altimetry but confirm the previously noted details where overlap occurs. The results are consistent and the repetition of certain features should be noted. These are the marked step in the surface profile at the point of transition, the occurrence of a bedrock sill at this point, the lower mean slopes down-stream of the step compared with those above, the sharp fall in driving stresses calculated over 10 km sections, and the onset of crevassing. All these points support the concept of a topographically initiated transition in flow regime shown by velocity measurements in Byrd Glacier (Fig. 3). Their repetition indicates that it is a consistent feature which controls discharge from the ice sheet.

Types of ice-sheet outlet

The flow of West Antarctic ice streams has often been regarded as being different from the steady-state regime of outlet glaciers (Hughes, 1973, 1977; Young, 1981). This is partly based on their gradual transition to low driving stresses with increasing shear strain-rates between 400 and 600 km up-stream of the grounding line rather than the abrupt decrease in the last 100 km of outlet glaciers (McIntyre and Cooper, 1983). Such behaviour does not necessarily indicate instability; the measured velocities of the ice streams have been closely approximated by steady-state balance velocities (Weertman and Birchfield, 1982).

The development of high velocities in outlet glaciers may be considered through the model of Budd (1975) which recognizes three classes of glacier (ordinary, fast, and surging) and two modes of flow. An empirical distinction of these flow regimes has been made on the basis of centre-line thickness as a function of surface slope and velocity. Data from Drewry (1983[a]) show that Byrd, Ninnis, Thwaites, and Frost Glaciers are all classed as fast polar glaciers by this relationship. They support the concept of a lubrication factor enabling the development of high velocities after a critical limit of velocity and basal stress has been reached.

### Table I. Statistics of Gradients, Driving Stresses, and Sill Heights in the Region of the Transition to High-Velocity Flow Within Outlet Glaciers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glacier</th>
<th>Gradient above at peak</th>
<th>Driving stress at peak</th>
<th>Absolute height of sill</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>kPa kPa m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost</td>
<td>1.4 7.9 0.9</td>
<td>160 20 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thwaites</td>
<td>2.0 7.7 1.1</td>
<td>120 30 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byrd</td>
<td>1.3 7.2 0.4</td>
<td>170 40 2200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennox King</td>
<td>1.5 6.2 0.8</td>
<td>160 20 1250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackay</td>
<td>1.7 6.5 1.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>Two steps in profile close together.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David*</td>
<td>2.0 8.0 0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Escarpment round only 3/4 of basin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott</td>
<td>0.9 0.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No marked step visible in surface profile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott*</td>
<td>- 7.1 1.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Escarpment round only 3/4 of basin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mertz†</td>
<td>- 3.1 1.1</td>
<td>190 40 450</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninnis†</td>
<td>1.2 0.4</td>
<td>160 30 600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Two steps in bedrock profile, 20 and 50 km up-stream from driving-stress peak. No clear step in surface profile.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* U.S. Geological Survey maps, 1 : 250 000.
† S.P.R.I. radio echo-sounding profile.
The relationship does not hold, however, for the West Antarctic ice streams which drain into the Ross Ice Shelf. Using mean values of thickness and balance velocity for Ice Streams B, C, D, and E (Rose, 1979), we find significant gradients are not expected with typically less than 0.1% surface slope. Observed gradients (less than predicted by an order of magnitude or more) are less than predicted by an order of magnitude or more. An error of this size cannot be explained by a difference between calculated and real velocities or by inaccuracies in the measurements. The model does not fit the data suggests the inapplicability of using a lubrication factor to explain their presumed high velocities. In support of this, Young (1981) suggested that there was a significant difference between these ice-sheet outlets and fast polar glaciers. Hindmarsh (1983) concluded that the dynamics of Ice Stream B were better explained by pressurized subglacial water. High water pressures result in basal separation and stress concentration where the ice is still in contact with the bed. It is these concentrations that control the sliding velocity.

A better understanding of these ice-sheet outlets is gained by comparing them with confined ice shelves which, in warmer climates and the suggested importance of pressurized water, may be expected to behave in a similar manner. In both cases, it is likely that the walls rather than the bases of the ice sheets provide the restriction to flow. Indeed on the basis of localized flat surfaces with ice thicknesses indicating hydrostatic equilibrium, Robin and others (1970) suggested the presence of a series of "pseudo" ice shelves in this region of Marie Byrd Land. Using data on ice thickness, surface velocity, and surface slope for ice-shelf segments (approximately 50 km in width) between ice rises, grounding points, and land-based ice (Withoos and others, 1975; Robin, 1975, 1979; Rose, 1979; Thomas and others, 1979), we find a significant disagreement with the model of Budd (1975). Surface slopes of ice-shelf areas from Quaramen and locations between Roosevelt Island and Shirase Coast and between Crary Ice Rise and Shackleton Glacier in the Transantarctic Mountains are lower than fast-moving outlet glaciers by one to two orders of magnitude. It is therefore reasonable to consider the Marie Byrd Land ice streams as more closely related to ice shelves than to terrestrial ice. They appear to represent landward extensions of the ice shelf which penetrate the West Antarctic ice sheet. Their behaviour is consistent with ice which is flowing under the influence of lateral spreading rather than the basal shearing which dominates terrestrial ice flow.

DISCUSSION

Stability of ice-sheet outlets

Of central importance to the stability of any part of the Antarctic ice sheet is the transition from internal deformation to fast flow with basal sliding. Although little is known of the mechanics of this transition, it was shown above that the valley head which typically underlies outlet glaciers initiates fast flow through the acceleration of converging drainage down a steep gradient. It thus controls the higher velocities observed downstream. If this is the case, then the rapid transfer of the transition zone inland, as occurs during the surge of a temperate glacier, seems particularly improbable.

With the topographic step controlling the onset of basal sliding, it is likely to induce a form of stability in discharge from the ice sheet since the transition zone will be unable to retreat beyond it. The acceleration of ice through outlet glaciers is therefore pinned to a zone at the head of subglacial valleys by its dependence on topographic initiation. Even with minor fluctuations of the location of the zone inland, as occurs during the surge of a temperate glacier, seems particularly improbable. The variations in boundary conditions (such as ice-sheet flux, sea-level, or climatic regime), the head of the subglacial valley will inhibit propagation of a surge by acting as a sill beyond which grounding-line retreat cannot occur (Hughes, 1977). The acceleration of ice through subglacial fjord topography or mountain terrain appear unlikely to undergo instabilities in flow regime. This is an important suggestion with regard to the Greenland ice sheet which drains almost entirely through outlet glaciers. It is interesting to note that no evidence of surge activity has yet been presented for this ice mass.

Ice-sheet erosion

This scheme of topographically initiated stream flow is inherent to concepts of the selectivity of glacial erosion within ice sheets. Clayton (1965) and Sugden (1968) concluded that erosion is concentrated in valleys while plateau areas may remain largely unaffected by the presence of ice. Our evidence suggests that ice-sheet motion is dominated by internal deformation while the steep gradients of subglacial valley heads initiate the basal sliding and fast velocities seen in outlet glaciers.

Several characteristic topographic components of glacial troughs, among them the steep valley head and associated overdeepened profile, have long been observed to glaciologists and geomorphologists attempting to explain their origin. Sugden and John (1976) explained overdeepening by the passage of ice along the equilibrium line along the trough, which usually determines the location of the zone of greatest ice discharge. Here, velocity and ice thickness will be greater than elsewhere, thus enhancing the development of normal rates of erosion. Crary (1966) observed that the thickness of floating ice in a fjord becomes greater inland. An increase in ice thickness or uplift of the land would bring the bottom material gradually into contact with the moving underside of the ice, allowing direct erosive action to take place. Bathymetry of the valley floor should thus reflect the ice-water boundary at the maximum extent of the ice.

The preceding discussion raises the possibility that the development of steep headwall and subsequent overdeepening may be associated with the onset of basal sliding. Following the commencement of glacial erosion at the valley rim, the pre-existing topography has a concave form, while thickness and velocity increases rapidly down-stream, all of which may result in accelerated erosion (Holtedahl, 1967). Erosion will then increase to a maximum which is determined by the progressive decoupling of the ice from its bed by water. This hydrostatic buoyancy, and, second, developing rate which is dependent on ice velocity and effective normal pressure (Boulton, 1974), Subglacial hydrostatic pressure will reduce the overburden pressure of ice within the fjord, thereby changing the basal regime from one of till lodgement to one of possible abrasive down-wearing. At the grounding line, the ice becomes freely floating and will have lost its erosive ability until the mechanism suggested by Crary (1966) becomes operable. Thus, the fjord will develop, first, a steep headwall due to the rapid onset of basal sliding, second, an overdeepened inland end as enhanced erosion increases with ice velocity, thickness, and topographic concavity, and, third, progressively higher bedrock elevations as hydrostatic decoupling reduces the ice's erosive ability. With the maximum erosive power concentrated at the valley head near the mouth of the fjord, the erosional process is likely to retreat up-stream as suggested by Souchez (1967).

Assuming that these processes of headwall retreat and inland overdeepening occur, we may return to Figure 2 and compare the sub-glacial topography of Byrd and Thwaites Glaciers. The former exhibits a headwall of some 2200 m which is approximately 100 km inland from the seaward flank of the Transantarctic Mountains. If Byrd Glacier has existed for 25 million years either as an outlet for the East Antarctic ice mass or as a glacier fed by more local mountain ice masses (Smith and Drewry, 1984), the headwall retreat through the mountains represents a mean rate of headwall erosion of 4 mm a⁻¹. This may be an underestimate because of the uplift of the mountains. However, given that it occupies a major common zone of tectonic weakness, the rate of erosion is not
unrealistic. Thwaites Glacier, on the other hand, shows a vertical step of only 400 m which is displaced 10 to 15 km inland of its grounding line. Although it now has velocities of about 3 km a−1 (Thomas and others, 1979) compared to a maximum of 875 m a−1 for Byrd Glacier (Brecher, 1982) and hence presumably a high erosive power, this has been taken to indicate that it is a youthful, or perhaps transient, feature (Drewry and Robin, 1983).
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